
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The market value and forecast of tech hardware and communication
services

•• How economic factors and supply chain issues impact the market
•• Tech trends to watch in 2023
•• Consumer ownership of tech devices and how inflation has affected tech

spending
•• Consumer knowledge, use and interest in various fintech and virtual tech

products and services
•• Consumer knowledge, use and interest in services like 5G, cloud

computing, Wi-Fi 6

Market uncertainty and rising prices have consumers looking for savings, with
more than six in 10 saying that inflation has impacted their tech spending. 32%
have delayed a tech purchase and 24% have cancelled a streaming service in
the last six months. In 2023, consumers demand quality in-home entertainment,
but may be more willing to let some subscriptions go in favor of lower costs.
Music and streaming video remain on top, but free social video, largely TikTok,
is gaining ground. Lower-cost streaming video services are also expected to
make gains. Brands need to expand their competitive sets beyond their own
channel if they want to remain relevant.

Aside from economic factors, innovation and post-pandemic lifestyles will also
shape consumers’ tech priorities in 2023. Generative AI in the hands of
consumers is a watershed moment, and 2023 will be largely devoted to
experimentation and knowledge building; consumers and brands are already
seeing the benefits and AI use will soon be commonplace. In contrast, virtual
tech has failed to catch on. Aside from early adopters and avid gamers,
consumers aren’t seeing the utility that accompanies the high price tag of VR
headsets. Until a compelling use case for VR and the metaverse is created, the
concept will continue to be just that – a concept rather than an actual service
that draws users.
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“Pandemic era growth has
slowed and consumers will
delay new tech purchases as
long as their current devices
meet their needs. In
communication services,
subscribers are looking for
deals; 2023 may see some
consumers trimming back on
entertainment. Interest in the
metaverse lingers, but
consumer attention has shifted
to generative AI.”
– Jenni Nelson, Analyst, Tech,
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Figure 1: Total US consumer expenditures and fan chart
forecast for technology hardware and communications
services, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 2: Technology hardware and digital communication
services outlook, 2023-28

• Opportunities
• Smart home tech could get a boost
• Generative AI will change everything
• Rural broadband expansion will bring a relatively smaller

but less equipped new customer base
• Challenges
• Inflation causes consumers to make trade-offs in tech and

communications spending
Figure 3: Inflation impact on technology spending/purchases
in the past six months, 2022

• Although greatly improved since the pandemic, supply
chain issues linger

• Key consumer insights

• Hardware to drive the market, AI-induced data demands
will be an opportunity for services
Figure 4: Total US consumer expenditures and fan chart
forecast for technology hardware and communications
services, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 5: Total US consumer expenditures and forecast for
technology hardware and communications services, at
current prices, 2017-27

• Hardware expected to strengthen lead over services as
devices proliferate
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Figure 6: Total US consumer expenditures and forecast for
technology hardware and communications services, at
current prices, by segment, 2017-27

• Perpetual demand for better, faster, cheaper tech
Figure 7: Total US consumer expenditures and fan chart
forecast for technology hardware, at current prices, 2017-27

• Opportunities for communication services growth are on the
horizon
Figure 8: Total US consumer expenditures and fan chart
forecast for communication services, at current prices,
2017-27

• Conflicting macroeconomic indicators add to uncertainty
• Inflation beginning to cool, but remains persistently high

Figure 9: Consumer Price Index change from previous period,
2020-22

• Consumer confidence in decline as cost of living increases
Figure 10: Consumer Sentiment Index, 2020-22

• Low unemployment generally regarded as a positive, could
it be too low?
Figure 11: Unemployment, 2020-22

• Supply chain issues ease, not yet completely resolved
Figure 12: Global Supply Chain Pressure Index (GSCPI),
2019-23

• To mitigate risk, business and government look to bring tech
manufacturing stateside

• COVID-19 disruptions persist

• AI explodes onto the scene with ChatGPT headlining
conversations

• Establish AI literacy in 2023
• Retool SEO/search strategies for ChatGPT
• Rebound with SaaS
• Capitalize on existing IP
• Humanoid robots aren’t far off (10-20 years?)
• Cryptocurrency isn’t going away – but needs an image

makeover
• 2022: The year crypto imploded
• ISPs focus less on bundles as consumers look to cut spending

• Inflation is impacting consumers’ tech purchases

MARKET FACTORS

WHAT TO WATCH IN 2023

THE TECHNOLOGY CONSUMER: FAST FACTS
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• Most households have dedicated computers, but ownership
is in decline

• Entertainment landscape undergoing a shift, social video
making gains

• Fintech: cryptocurrency awareness is high, but low use and
intent to repeat

• Virtual tech: consumers unconvinced of VR value,
equipment yet to catch on

• Connectivity: consumers look to performance over name

• Eight in 10 say inflation has impacted their leisure and
entertainment
Figure 13: Inflation impact on leisure and entertainment in the
past six months, 2022
Figure 14: Inflation impact on leisure and entertainment in the
past six months, by gender and age, 2022
Figure 15: Inflation impact on leisure and entertainment in the
past six months, by HHI and financial situation, 2022

• Cutting or downgrading is more common for services than it
is for devices
Figure 16: Inflation impact on technology spending/purchases
in the past six months, 2022

• Be part of the solution
Figure 17: Inflation impact on technology spending/purchases
in the past six months, by age and parental status, 2022

• Subscription churn could spike if savings outweigh effort
Figure 18: Cancelled a streaming subscription in the past six
months due to inflation, by age, 2022

• Households rely on tech, landscape shifts as consumer
needs evolve
Figure 19: Home electronics ownership, 2022

• Successful domestic robots will tackle tasks – fun can come
from other tech
Figure 20: Instagram post, The Litter Robot, 2022

• Older consumers still rely on the home computer
Figure 21: Home electronics ownership – Computer and wi-fi
products, by age, 2022

• Consumers see limited value in smart speakers, keeping
growth at bay

INFLATION IMPACT ON LEISURE, ENTERTAINMENT AND TECH

HOUSEHOLD TECH OWNERSHIP
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Figure 22: Home electronics ownership – Select items,
2019-22

• Music, streaming video top entertainment choices, social
video gaining ground
Figure 23: Tech-related entertainment priorities – Ranking,
2022

• Focus on KPIs over ROI when targeting parents on social
media
Figure 24: Tech-related entertainment priorities – Any rank,
by parental status, 2022

• Use emerging social networks’ mission as inspiration for
creating consumer connections
Figure 25: Social media sites visited at least weekly, by
parental status and index to all, 2022

• For video, competition is fierce and not just from other
streamers
Figure 26: Tech-related entertainment priorities – Any rank,
by inflation impact, 2022

• Transform fintech’s tarnished reputation by focusing on
utility
Figure 27: Fintech – Awareness and knowledge, 2022

• NFTs need to demonstrate a real-world purpose beyond
simple possession
Figure 28: NFTs – Awareness and knowledge, by gender and
age, 2022

• Fintech adoption will be slow and incremental
Figure 29: Fintech – Use and interest, 2022

• Virtual real estate not yet a draw; few repeat investors
Figure 30: Investing in digital real estate – Use and interest,
by age and household income, 2022

• Focus on educating those who know “a little” rather than
the uninterested or unaware
Figure 31: Cryptocurrency and NFTs– Use and interest, by
knowledge of cryptocurrency and NFTs, 2022

• VR needs greater utility to go mainstream
• Keep tech messaging simple and concentrated on benefits

of use
Figure 32: Virtual tech – Awareness and knowledge, 2022

TECH-RELATED ENTERTAINMENT PRIORITIES

SPOTLIGHT ON FINTECH

SPOTLIGHT ON VIRTUAL TECH
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• VR’s path to future adoption could get a boost via the
medical sector
Figure 33: Virtual tech – Use and interest, 2022

• Target video gamer segments with VR experiences
Figure 34: Virtual tech – Any interest among active gamers
and active gamers index to all, 2022

• Tech “terms” don’t really resonate, consumers want speed
and reliability
Figure 35: 5G, cloud computing, Wi-Fi 6 and IoT – Awareness
and knowledge, 2022

• Mobile networks providers take advantage of ISP delays in
rural 5G rollouts
Figure 36: 5G Awareness and knowledge, 2019 and 2022

• Non-video digital subscriptions, cloud gaming are niche
services
Figure 37: Digital subscriptions and cloud gaming – Use and
interest, 2022

• Cloud gaming will grow as internet catches up to gamers
Figure 38: Cloud gaming use and interest – NETs, by video
game players, 2022

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Forecast
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

Figure 39: Emerging tech knowledge and awareness, 2022
Figure 40: Interest in tech-related activities, 2022
Figure 41: Interest in tech-related activities – NETs, 2022

Figure 42: Total US retail consumer expenditures and forecast
of technology hardware and communications services, at
inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27
Figure 43: Total US retail consumer expenditures and forecast
of technology hardware and communications services, by
segment, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27

SPOTLIGHT ON NETWORKS AND CONNECTIVITY

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS

APPENDIX – THE CONSUMER

APPENDIX – THE MARKET
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Figure 44: Average annual household spending on
technology equipment and telecommunications services,
2017-22
Figure 45: Total US retail consumer expenditures and forecast
of technology hardware and communications services, by
segment, at current prices, 2020 and 2022
Figure 46: Total US consumer expenditures and forecast of
technology hardware, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 47: Total US consumer expenditures and forecast of
technology hardware, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27
Figure 48: Total US consumer spending and forecast of
communication services, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 49: Total US consumer spending and forecast of
communication services, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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